Pipeline ROW crosses farmland in Fraser Valley worth $2.5+ billion year
There are 35 schools between Hope and Burnaby where pipeline ROW is under playgrounds or close to the school.
NEB report notes that first alarm at 2:39 am, fourth alarm at 5:47 am.

KMTM calls to:
Emergency Services 9:15 am
Fraser Health 9:50 am

Auguston Traditional Elementary
Air intake shut off due to students’ nausea and headaches

2012 SUMAS TANK FARM SPILL

Bergstresser and Dahl said neighbours should have been informed first thing in the morning. They said they are concerned about the potential for further incidents, particularly with Kinder Morgan’s proposal to double the capacity of its Trans Mountain pipeline. “I’m super-worried – so worried it’s made me question living here,” Bergstresser said.
